A novel arrangement of sequence elements surrounding the rDNA promoter and its spacer duplications in tsetse species.
Variation in organization and sequence of the rDNA of six species of tsetse fly (Glossina) has been investigated. Several novel tsetse-specific features have been uncovered. Like many other species the spacer is composed of subrepeats, which in some species contain duplications of the true promoter at the spacer-ETS boundary. In tsetse, however, the first 90 base-pairs of the external transcribed spacer (ETS) (that is, +1 to +90 after transcription initiation) is the 3' end of the last subrepeat. The absence of a "unique" region between the last subrepeat and the ETS suggests that the tsetse rDNA unit may consist of multiple true promoters, that is there is no single ETS boundary. Furthermore, interspecific comparisons show that the 90 base-pair region is part of a conserved 202 base-pair region, consisting of 72 base-pairs upstream from the initiation site and a further 40 base-pairs downstream, which is shared by all promoters other than the last. In genera other than tsetse, subrepeat lengths between species are generally similar; in tsetse they differ due to (1) variation in copy-number of the subsubrepeat motif A9T6CAG, and (2) the presence of large regions flanked by direct simple repeats such as GA5 or TGGTCTC. Slippage-like mechanisms are probably responsible for (1), and recombination and subsequent excision involving the direct repeats for (2). Different structural and sequence variants are seen to be homogenized in the family and fixed in each species, reflecting continual unequal crossing-over. However, notwithstanding this process of differentiation, the available comparisons also reveal that there are two small conserved regions between Glossina and Drosophila: one is part of the promoter and the other is an ETS processing site. Such intergeneric and interspecific differences are discussed in relation to the problem of the maintenance of several essential functions within the rDNA repeating unit despite the continual differentiation of the unit into novel arrangements.